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ABSTRACT
We present a pilot study that explores the relation between acceler-
ation pa�erns of dance movements and the temporal segmentation
of the dance reported by spectators during a live performance. Our
data set consists of recorded accelerations from two 7 minutes long
duo dances that were annotated by 12 spectators in real-time. �e
annotations were indications of perceived starts and endings in the
dance. We were able to create an acceleration based predictor that
has a signi�cant correlation with the pooled subjective annotations.
Our approach can be useful in analysis of improvised dance where
the segmentation cannot rely on repetitive pa�erns of steps. We
also present suggestions for future development of acceleration
based dance analysis.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A dance performance, not unlike speech or music, is a composi-
tional, temporally extended, event [1]. �e temporal structures
that an audience perceives in a dance performance e�ectively seg-
ment the performed motions. In related literature, segmentation
of motion is o�en treated as detection of borders between basic
actions such as standing and walking [2, 4, 6]. While this view
of segmentation is useful for creating animations, for laboratory
movement or for certain daily repetitive motion, it is of limited
use for (improvised) dance movements or more generally to many
cases of naturalistic human behavior. For example, segments per-
ceived from improvised dance might not form distinct categories,
and the segmentations could di�er greatly between observers. As
pointed out by [3] and [5], dance segmentation is also di�erent from
segmentation of other human actions [8] (e.g. folding laundry) as
events in dance are usually longer from standard goal oriented ac-
tions and dance movement is not goal oriented. [7] have correlated
movement parameters such as acceleration and speed with sub-
jective event segmentation by observers for everyday actions but
previous work on dance [3, 5] has not investigated quantitatively
this relationship.

In this paper, we present a pilot study where we do not assume a
single ground truth for segmentation, and instead we concentrate
on understanding the peaks of agreement between spectators of a

Figure 1: Dancers performing a duo.

live dance performance. Our preliminary result is that relatively
simple measures designed to reveal rising and falling edges in
accelerations of the dancers seem to predict subjective segmentation
by spectators.

2 METHODS
In our pilot study, we asked 12 spectators (with mixed dance expe-
rience) to indicate, in real time, subjective ‘beginnings’ and ‘ends’
while viewing two 7-minute dance duos as seen in Figure 1. �e
annotations were done by pressing one of two ’bu�ons’ on the
screen of a tablet. Spectators were instructed not to look for move-
ment phrases, and matching of beginnings with endings was not
required. Instead they were instructed to indicate, via the tablets,
moments which they intuitively perceived as a beginning or and
end of a ’some’ dance event (insisting on the subjective rather than
objective validity of these annotations). Five accelerometers per
dancer and video were used to capture the dances.

To predict the annotations, we calculated contrast of averaged
global acceleration of all accelerometers between two consecutive
2.5-second windows. A rise in the level of acceleration served as
predictor for beginnings and a drop, for endings. More precisely, a1
and a2 being the total accelerations in �rst and the second windows,
the predictor for starts is:

startPredictor =
|a2 |
|a1 |

(1)

Similarly, the predictor for endings is:

endPredictor =
|a1 |
|a2 |

(2)

�ese predictors were correlated with the number of persons
making subjective annotations within a 5-second sliding window. A
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Figure 2: Predicted and actual annotations indicating starts seen in a duo dance. �e predictor values have been scaled to same
range with the number of annotations.

window of 5 seconds was chosen since with shorter windows inter-
annotator agreement was too rare to be useful, and with longer
windows all peaks in the data would be �a�ened. Two consecutive
2.5-second windows were used for the acceleration data to match
the annotation window. A visual example of a comparison between
predicted starts and the actual annotations is given in Figure 2.

3 RESULTS
We found more peaks with more than �ve spectators agreeing on
a beginning/ending than is expected from randomly made anno-
tations. Simulated randomly timed annotations reach the same or
greater level of agreement less the once in 10000 simulations. �ere
was also a tendency to indicate more beginnings than endings with
10% di�erence in amount of total annotations.

For both dances, the pooled annotations positively correlate
(Pearson correlation) with both predictors as is shown in Table
1. For comparison, the correlations between annotated ends and
predicted starts (or vice versa) were always less than 0.1.

Table 1: Correlations between predictors and annotations
Correlation p-value

Beginnings dance 1 0.38 8.0 · 10−16

Beginnings dance 2 0.30 1.6 · 10−10

Endings dance 1 0.49 4.4 · 10−27

Endings dance 2 0.46 1.1 · 10−23

4 CONCLUSION
�is is the �rst study to our knowledge to explore dance segmenta-
tion during a live dance performance. Our behavioral data demon-
strated statistically signi�cant inter-subject agreement on the seg-
mentation of an improvised dance, though (unlike previous work
on dance segmentation [3, 5]) spectators watched the dance only
a single time. Blasing does not report inter-subject agreement but
inter-subject agreement here was higher than the one observed
by Noble and collegues. �is could be due to a number of factors
(here we used a longer time window, the dance was in an occidental
rather than Indian style, the spectators were all watching the live
performance together and the task instructions were di�erent).

Our preliminary results suggest that accelerations can explain a
large part of the subjective segmentation by spectators of an im-
provised dance performance. Our results are in agreement with the
results of [7] that found �ne event segmentation to correlate with
(among other features) the acceleration pro�le of the movement.
�e results extend the results of Zacks and colleagues to a di�erent
domain (dance) and to a live in-situ situation with 2 movers. Our

approach can be useful in analysis of improvised dance where the
segmentation cannot rely on repetitive pa�erns of gestures. Be-
ginnings/ends annotation could be too high-level for an on-line
task. We are now testing the use of a unique ‘change’ annotation.
A di�erent approach would be to distinguish, as in [7] between
coarse and �ne segmentation.

�is study was limited to acceleration data, and considering also
spatial information could allow be�er predictions of the subjective
data. However, accelerometers can be more reliable and less intru-
sive than vision based systems that record spatial data. Accelerom-
eters are particularly advantageous for dance styles that include
physical contact between the dancers or dance performances with
multiple participants were occlusion is a major obstacle for optical
systems. From a technical point of view, our approach is simple to
implement, and thus it can be a useful baseline for more advanced
methods using, for example, machine learning or a larger set of
features.

Another lesson we learned is that synchronization between a
large number accelerometers and tablets can be challenging when
they are not connected through wires. We are currently designing
a new system for wireless synchronization between mobile devices
as that is required for experiments needing high temporal accuracy
such as reaction time measurements.
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